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Figure 1: Examples of meshes created with our algorithm: The surfaces have very complex structure, high genus, high curvature, and multiple disconnected components. The
meshes are the coarsest level generated by our algorithm and have been produced without user intervention. Left: smooth shaded view. Right: hidden line view. Inset: zoomed view
highlighting the level of adaptivity generated by the coarse mesh extracton algorithm.
Abstract
We present a new algorithm for extracting adaptive multiresolution
triangle meshes from volume datasets. The algorithm guarantees
that the topological genus of the generated mesh is the same as the
genus of the surface embedded in the volume dataset at all levels
of detail. In addition to this “hard constraint” on the genus of the
mesh, the user can choose to specify some number of soft geomet-
ric constraints, such as triangle aspect ratio, minimum or maximum
total number of vertices, minimum and/or maximum triangle edge
lengths, maximum magnitude of various error metrics per triangle
or vertex, including maximum curvature (area) error, maximum dis-
tance to the surface, and others. The mesh extraction process is
fully automatic and does not require manual adjusting of parame-
ters to produce the desired results as long as the user does not spec-
ify incompatible constraints. The algorithm robustly handles spe-
cial topological cases, such as trimmed surfaces (intersections of
the surface with the volume boundary), and manifolds with multi-
ple disconnected components (several closed surfaces embedded in
the same volume dataset). The meshes may self-intersect at coarse
resolutions. However, the self-intersections are corrected automat-
ically as the resolution of the meshes increase. We show several
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examples of meshes extracted from complex volume datasets.
1 Introduction
Volumetric datasets occur in many important applications, such as
medical imaging, fluid dynamics simulation, 3D laser data scan-
ning, and others. Consequently, methods for visualizing volume
datasets are an important topic in computer graphics and have been
the subject of extensive research. Two main approaches for visual-
izing volume data have been proposed, volume rendering and iso-
surface extraction. Among the two, iso-surface extraction in the
form of triangle meshes is the most widely used.
These extracted meshes should ideally possess a number of im-
portant properties. The meshes should be adaptive, adjusting tri-
angle size to local curvature in order to adequately represent the
surface shape with a minimum number of triangles. Keeping trian-
gle count to a mimimum is critical when attempting to interactively
view or edit large models. A multiresolution representation of the
surface is also important during interactive display or transmission
of large models. The extracted surface should be represented by
a number of meshes with varying triangle counts. All the vertices
present in a coarse mesh should also be present in the next higher-
resolution mesh. New vertices are added to increase resolution and
connectivity is recomputed locally. In many medical and scien-
tific applications it is essential that the extracted meshes represent
the object of interest as accurately as possible. Therefore the mesh
should capture the correct topology of the sampled object at all res-
olutions and converge to the surface as they are refined. When ob-
jects are scanned they may consist of multiple components or may
only be partially scanned, i.e. only parts of the object lay inside
the volume. The iso-surface extraction algorithm should therefore
be able to extract both closed and open (trimmed) surfaces, possibly
consisting of multiple disconnected components. Finally, the aspect
ratios (ratio of shortest edge to the longest edge) of the individ-
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Table 1: Comparison of iso-surface extraction algorithms: Algorithm/mesh prop-
erties: T - captures correct topology (genus), F - fast (seconds to minutes, comparable
to marching cubes), OS - capable of extracting an open surface (shell), AR - triangles
with good (close to 1) aspect ratios, AD - creates an adaptive mesh, SD - creates a mesh
with subdivision connectivity, and CI - mesh converges to correct iso-surface (no self
intersections or holes). Empty box - property not provided. Small circle (Æ) - property
provided under certain circumstances. Check (p) - property guaranteed.
ual triangles in the mesh should be bounded by a reasonable lower
limit. Long and thin triangles can cause problems in downstream
applications (e.g. finite element analysis), and therefore should not
be present in the mesh.
Many different algorithms for extracting triangle meshes from
volumetric data have been proposed. None can guarantee to
produce adaptive multiresolution meshes with correct topology,
bounded triangle aspect ratios, and subdivision connectivity in
the presence of boundaries or multiple disconnected components.
Many of the algorithms can provide a subset of these properties,
but may require significant user intervention in order to converge to
the correct iso-surface, restricting their applicability to processing
datasets with limited complexity.
We present a new algorithm for directly extracting adaptive mul-
tiresolution meshes from volumetric datasets. The algorithm guar-
antees the following properties:
 generates meshes with the correct topological genus at all res-
olutions,
 generates meshes that are adaptive at all resolutions,
 extracts trimmed surfaces (boundaries) and multiple discon-
nected components,
 generates meshes with minimum triangle aspect ratio exceed-
ing 0.3 as mesh resolution increases, and
 the meshes generated automatically converge (error converges
to zero) to the iso-surface.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes previous
work in the area of mesh extraction. It compares the properties of
our algorithm with other related algorithms. Section 3 includes a
high-level summary followed by a detailed discussion of our algo-
rithm. Section 4 presents the results of applying our algorithm on
a number of volume datasets. The paper closes with thoughts on
future work in Section 5.
2 Previous Work
Numerous algorithms have been developed to extract polygonal
meshes from volumetric datasets. Another closely related field fo-
cuses on converting implicit models into polygonal meshes. All
of these methods may be placed in three broad categories, exhaus-
tive search methods, continuation methods and deformable model
methods. Hybrid methods that use one of the previous types of ex-
traction followed by mesh simplification or optimization also exist.
Many of these methods are presented in Table 1 with a checklist of
associated properties.
Exhaustive Search Methods. The Marching Cubes (MC) algo-
rithm [14] has been the most widely used algorithm for extracting
iso-surfaces from volume data. It examines every cube of data (de-
fined by eight neighboring voxels) in the volume and fits a small
number of triangles to the iso-surface within the cube. While the
Marching Cubes algorithm is straightforward and easy to imple-
ment, it has several known problems. Mainly it creates an enormous
number of triangles, many of which have small, troublesome aspect
ratios. Since the algorithm acts locally it cannot resolve ambiguities
in the data, producing holes in the final mesh under certain circum-
stances. Several ways of dealing with these ambiguous cases and
producing meshes without holes are discussed in [1]. Mu¨ller and
Stark [18], and Westermann et al. [23] addressed the problem of
the large number of triangles in MC meshes by developing versions
of the Marching Cubes algorithm that generate adaptive meshes.
Continuation Menthods. Continuation methods start at a point
on the iso-surface and grow the mesh from that point out to the
rest of the iso-surface. Wyvill et al. [26] presented a continua-
tion method for implicit models, which can easily be applied to
volumetric data. Bloomenthal [1] presents another variation on
this approach that incorporates a method for coping with local iso-
surface ambiguities; thus producing a mesh that faithfully captures
the topology (genus) of the implicit model. Hartmann [7], Hender-
son [8], and Karkanis and Stewart [10] present continuation meth-
ods that conceptually move a disk along the iso-surface. The neigh-
borhood information derived from the disk produces the samples
and vertex connectivity needed to generate triangles with good as-
pect ratios. Karkanis and Stewart allow their disk to change its ra-
dius based on surface curvature. While this allows for an adaptive
surface, it weakens the aspect ratio properties of the mesh.
Deformable Model Methods. Miller et al. [17] present the
first deformable model for extracting 3D meshes from volume
data. Their method was limited to meshes with spherical topol-
ogy. Lachaud and Montanvert [12] extend this work with methods
that change the topology of the mesh and produce multiresolution
results. Velho et al. [22] present a general, two-step approach to
extracting meshes from volume data. A base mesh that captures
the topology of the object of interest is first created, followed by
the subdivision and deformation of the base mesh in order to pro-
duce the final adaptive, multiresolution mesh. Wood et al. [25] im-
prove upon this approach with a method that guarantees that the fi-
nal mesh has the correct topology and has subdivision connectivity.
Others [21, 2, 16] have developed deformable models for extract-
ing surfaces from volume data, but have not presented information
about the properties of their resulting meshes. These approaches
have therefore not been included in Table 1.
Hybrid Methods. Other approaches to generating adaptive,
multiresolution meshes from volume data can involve first extract-
ing a mesh with the Marching Cubes algorithm, followed by a mesh
simplification [19, 9, 6] or a remeshing [20, 5, 11, 13] step. While
these approaches may produce the desired result, we feel that they
are not optimal. We contend that it is better to extract a mesh with
the desired properties directly from the volume, rather than pro-
duce a poor-quality mesh that is “fixed” by post-processing. Direct
extraction of high-quality meshes from volumes also requires less
computation time and memory resources.
The previous methods have been collected and compared in Ta-
ble 1. The various approaches are listed on the left side. The prop-
erties of the algorithms and resulting meshes are listed across the
top, T - captures correct topology(genus), F - fast (execution times
of seconds to minutes, comparable to those of marching cubes), OS
- capable of extracting an open/trimmed surface (shell), AR - trian-
gles with good (close to 1) aspect ratios, AD - creates an adaptive
mesh, SD - creates a mesh with subdivision connectivity, and CI -
mesh converges to correct iso-surface and has no self-intersections
or holes. Each property is evaluated for each approach. If the as-
sociated box is empty, the approach does not provide the property.
If it contains a small circle (Æ) it is possible for the method to pro-
vide the property under certain circumstances or if parameters are
properly “tweaked.” For example deformable model type methods
using distance functions to the iso-surface cannot “fix” (deform)
self-intersecting meshes automatically, and require a seed mesh that
is self-intersection free. A check (p) signifies that the approach
is guaranteed to provide the associated property. It can be seen
that our iso-surface extraction method is guaranteed to provide al-
most all of the properties of the previous methods. Our approach
will capture the correct topology, is capable of extracting open sur-
faces, generates triangles with good aspect ratio (between 1/3 and
1), the resulting mesh is adaptive and multiresolution, and our mesh
will converge to the correct iso-surface. The meshes may initially
have self-intersections at coarser resolutions. However, the self-
intersections disappear automatically as resolution of the meshes
increases.
3 The Algorithm
3.1 Overview
There are many possible ways a surface can intersect the faces of
a voxel. A non-ambiguous set of cases describing such intersec-
tions has been described by Bloomenthal, and extends that intro-
duced by Lorensen and Cline [14]. Iso-surfaces that can be ex-
tracted from volume datasets using this set of heuristics are mani-
folds embedded in three dimensional Euclidean space. They have
no self-intersections or holes because none of the allowed cases for
surface to voxel intersections have self-intersections, and the exten-
sions described by Bloomenthal were exactly aimed at eliminating
holes in the surface. Such manifolds exhibit many useful proper-
ties. In particular, they can be locally parameterized with simple
maps. There exists a finite collection of such maps that together
create what is called an atlas, or coordinate chart of the manifold.
For a more mathematical treatment of manifolds and atlases see [4].
Our algorithm creates triangle meshes from special atlases of the
manifold. These special atlases are comprised of maps that are iso-
morphic to planar disks. The first stage of our algorithm, the adap-
tive coarse mesh extraction stage, finds such an atlas that has a very
small number of disks and then converts it into a mesh. Subse-
quently, during the adaptive refinement stage, this atlas is modified
by halving the radii of the disks covering areas with significant sur-
face detail, and by adding more disks to complete the atlas. This
procedure is recursive and continues until user specified constraints
are met, conflicting constraints are detected, or the maximum reso-
lution is attained.
EXTRACT( VolumeData VD, Metric E, maxError ε )
// initialization
parse the volume dataset VD and produce the vertex connectivity graph G
// STAGE 1
// extract coarse adaptive mesh with correct topology and nice triangles
DC = EXTRACTCOARSEMESH(G)
// STAGE 2
// refine coarse mesh to desired accuracy
DC = REFINE MESH(E, ε, G, DC)
build surface Voronoi Neighborhoods of DC
take the dual of the Voronoi neighborhood and build the mesh M
return M
Figure 2: Pseudocode of the mesh extraction algorithm.
Stage one, the adaptive coarse mesh extraction stage, com-
putes a coarse adaptive mesh with the correct global topology. The
vertices of the mesh are chosen from a larger set of candidate ver-
tices according to a number of local topological constraints that en-
sure that the global topology of the surface is preserved. The associ-
ated surface Voronoi diagram uniquely determines the connectivity
of the mesh. In addition to requiring that the global topology be
preserved the user may choose to specify other constraints, such as
maximum curvature per triangle edge, maximum edge length, mini-
mum number of triangles, etc. The adaptive coarse mesh extraction
stage is described in detail in Section 3.3.
During stage two, the adaptive refinement stage, vertices of
the previously generated coarse mesh are sorted according to one
of several error metrics. The vertices whose error is greater than
a user controlled threshold are subdivided. The meshes are locally
retriangulated by updating the affected surface Voronoi cells and re-
connecting the corresponding edges. The aspect ratios of the trian-
gles are controlled by the same edge length constraints used during
stage one. The details of the adaptive refinement stage are discussed
in Section 3.4.
3.2 Preliminary Denitions and Concepts
The input volume data to our algorithm consists of scalar values at
the vertices of a regular 3-dimensional grid. The volume data can
be supersampled as a pre-process to increase the resolution of the
final mesh. Tri-linear or tri-cubic interpolation work well for this
purpose.
Surfel and Candidate Vertices. A surfel is a surface patch
formed by the intersection of the implicit iso-surface with a voxel
as defined in [25]. The intersection of a surfel with a voxel edge
is called a node. A candidate vertex is associated with each sur-
fel. The coordinates of a c-vertex are computed as the average of
the coordinates of the nodes of the associated surfel. We define a
neighborhood relation between c-vertices: two c-vertices are neigh-
bors if their associated surfels share at least one node.
Candidate Vertex Connectivity Graph. The neighborhood re-
lation between c-vertices is used to build a weighted candidate ver-
tex (CV) connectivity graph G. The edges in the graph correspond
to pairs of neighboring candidate vertices. The weight of an edge is
equal to the Euclidean distance between the c-vertices it connects.
The graph completely encodes the topology of the iso-surface. It
is similar to the graphs used in [25], except the edges are weighted
with real distance information, instead of setting all the edge lengths
to 1.
CV Connectivity Graph Geodesics. If v and w are two can-
didate vertices from the graph G, the [v;w]-geodesic is defined as
the shortest path in G between v and w. If x and y are c-vertices
on some geodesic, then the path between x and y on that geodesic
is an [x;y]-geodesic. Note that given three c-vertices u, v, and w,
the union of the [u;v] and the [v;w] geodesics is not necessarily a
[u;w]-geodesic.
Disk Neighborhoods. Given a candidate vertex v 2G we define
the vα-disk neighborhood as the set of all c-vertices w2G such that
the [v;w]-geodesics have length less than α. α is called the radius
of the disk neighborhood Dαv . A vα-disk neighborhood Dαv is called
simple if for all w 2Dαv there exists exactly one [v;w]-geodesic. It is
easy to show that simple neighborhoods have exactly one boundary
and are homeomorphic to a planar disk. Two disk neighborhoods
Dαv and D
γ
w are called independent if v =2 Dγw and w =2Dαv . Two disk
neighborhoods are called interacting if they are not independent.
Disk Coverings. A disk covering, C (G), of a vertex connectivity
graph G is a set of pairs [v;α] of candidate vertices v 2 G and real
numbers such that for any c-vertex w of G there exists [v;α]2 C (G)
such that w 2 Dαv . A disk covering S(g) is called simple if for any
[v;α] 2 S(G) the disk neighborhood Dαv is simple. A disk cover-
ing is called independent if all its disk neighborhoods are pairwise
independent.
Voronoi Neighborhoods. If C (G) is a covering of G and [v;α]2
C (G), we define the C (G)-Voronoi neighborhood of v as the set of
all c-vertices w 2 G such that for any [u;γ] 2 C (G) the length of
EXTRACTCOARSEMESH(Vertex Connectivity Graph G)
// initialization
const Rg // for the max allowed radius of disk neighborhoods
// initialize empty storage objects
set up the bins Bi = /0 // bin for candidate vertices where disks of radius
Rg
2i
may be added
set up the list of forbidden c-vertices F = /0
set up the disk covering data structure DC = /0
place all vertices of G in the bin B0
// find a simple independent covering of G
while 9Bi not empty
remove a c-vertex v from lowest numbered non-empty bin Bi
Rv =
Rg
2i
// find the largest radius simple disk neighborhood at v
while FINDTOPOLOGICALEVENT(DRvv ) // See Figure 4.
Rv = Rv2 // halve the radius
endwhile
// classify the points in D3Rvv
CLASSIFY(Rv ,D3Rvv ,F, Bi ,Bi 1) // See Figure 5.
// check intersecting neighbors for radius consistency
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(Rv ,DRvv , DC) // See Figure 7.
add DRvv to the disk covering DC
endwhile
return DC
Figure 3: Stage one of the mesh extraction algorithm: extracting a coarse mesh
with guaranteed global topology.
the [v;w]-geodesic is less then the length of the [u;w]-geodesic. The
C (G)-Voronoi neighborhood of a c-vertex v is denoted by VGC (v).
The set of all the Voronoi neighborhoods associated with the c-
vertices of C (G) is called the Voronoi covering associated with the
disk covering C (G) and is denoted by VGC . A Voronoi covering is
called simple and/or independent if it is associated with a simple
and/or independent disk covering.
Two C (G)-Voronoi neighborhoods VGC (v) and V
G
C (w) are called
adjacent if there exist c-vertices x2VGC (v) and y2VGC (w) such that
x and y are neighbors in G. The set of c-vertices x 2VGC (v) with the
property that there exists y 2VGC (w) such that x and y are neighbors
in G is called the w-boundary of the VGC (v) Voronoi neighborhood.
There exists a matching v-boundary of the VGC (w) Voronoi neigh-
borhood. The two boundaries are always disjoint.
A c-vertex x in VGC (v) is called a Voronoi vertex if it belongs to at
least two separate boundaries of VGC (v). A Voronoi neighborhood is
proper if all its Voronoi vertices belong to exactly two boundaries.
3.3 Stage 1: Coarse Adaptive Mesh Extraction
The coarse mesh extraction algorithm takes in the vertex connec-
tivity graph G and returns a simple disk covering DC of it. The
covering is converted into a mesh by first computing its associated
Voronoi covering and then building the dual, surface Delaunay tri-
angle mesh.
FINDTOPOLOGICALEVENT( Disk Neighborhood DRvv )
// initialization
R = 0
// initialize empty storage objects
setup the list of visited c-vertices V = /0
add v to the list of propagating boundary P
// propagate out to Rv and check for boundary self intersections
while P not empty
remove a c-vertex w from front of P
if the neighbors of w in V are connected and 9u 2 P not a neighbor of w
// no boundary self-intersection or boundary vanishing at w
append all neighbors of w from DRvv nV to P and V
else
// boundary self-intersects or vanishes at w
return TRUE
endif
endwhile
return FALSE
Figure 4: Function for detecting topological events: boundary splits (self-
intersections) and boundary vanish events. Called by the EXTRACTCOARSEMESH
algorithm, Figure 3 and the REFINEMESH algorithm, Figure 8.
We achieve the desired mesh properties by enforcing a set of
local topological constraints on the mesh vertices. The first topo-
logical condition is that the set of mesh vertices induces a simple
independent disk covering S0(G) on the vertex connectivity graph.
The second topological constraint is that the radii of any two inter-
secting disk neighborhoods in S0(G) do not differ by more than a
factor of two.
The simple disk covering is constructed incrementally as pre-
sented in Figure 3. The values of the disk radii are restricted to
be Rg=2i, where Rg is the maximum radius allowed and i is a non-
negative integer. New disks are added to the covering one by one,
with the maximum size that preserves the radius constraints be-
tween intersecting disks. If a topological event is detected while
a new disk is added to DC the size of its radius is halved until the
topological event disappears.
CLASSIFY( Radius Rv , Neighborhood DRnv , ForbiddenList F, Bin Bi , Bin Bi 1 )
// classify points in DRnv according to their distance from v
for all points w in DRnv
if [v;w]-graph geodesic is shorter than Rv
add w to forbidden list F
else if [v;w]-graph geodesic is shorter than 2Rv and w =2Bj ; j> i
add w to bin Bi
else if [v;w]-graph geodesic is shorter than 3Rv and w =2Bj ; j> i 1
add w to bin Bi 1
endif
endfor
Figure 5: Function for classifying points in the neighborhood of a selected
c-vertex. Called by the EXTRACTCOARSEMESH algorithm, Figure 3 and the RE-
FINEMESH algorithm, Figure 8.
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Figure 6: Classifying vertices with respect to their distance from disk neighbor-
hood centers: F is the forbidden area (dark gray): a c-vertex within the radius of disk
neighborhoods of selected c-vertices is classified as forbidden. Bi, bi+1: If a c-vertex is
within twice the radius from the center of the disk neighborhood of a selected c-vertex
dRg=2
i+1
w it is classified in the corresponding bin Bi+1. If the c-vertex is within twice
the radius from the centers of two different disk neighborhoods it will be classified
according to the rules set by the neighborhood with the smaller radius.
The algorithm for detecting topological events inside a disk is
shown in Figure 4. Starting with the center of the disk, a wavefront
is propagated outwards in the disk neighborhood. A topological
event is detected at a c-vertex v if the propagating boundary self-
intersects or vanishes at v.
We maintain several auxiliary data structures to help us quickly
create new disks that are consistent with the constraints listed
above. C-vertices of G can be classified as either forbidden or
be sorted into bins Bi. C-vertices are classified as forbidden if they
are contained in the interiors of some disk neighborhood from the
partial covering DC. No new disk neighborhoods with centers in
the forbidden areas can be added to the partial covering DC with-
out violating the above constraints. The bins Bi contain c-vertices
where a disk of radius Rg=2i can be added without violating the ra-
tio constraints with respect to the partial covering DC, see Figure 6.
The pseudocode of the algorithm for the classification of c-vertices
into bins is presented in Figure 5.
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS( Neighborhood DRvv , DiskCovering DC )
// find all disk neighborhoods of c-vertices in DC that intersect D Rvv
while 9DRww ;w2 DC;D
Rv
v \D
Rw
w 6= /0
if Rv > 2Rw
Rv = Rv2 // halve the larger radius
CLASSIFY(Rv ,D2Rvv , F,Bi ,Bi 1 )
// smaller radius, restart checking constraints for v
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(DRvv , DC)
break
else 2Rv < Rw
Rw = Rw2 // halve the larger radius
CLASSIFY(Rw ,D2Rww , F,Bi ,Bi 1 )
// smaller radius, need to recheck constraints for w
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(DRww , DC)
// finish checking remaining constraints for v
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(DRvv , DC)
break
endif
endwhile
Figure 7: Function for enforcing that intersecting disk neighborhoods have
radii different by at most a factor of two. Called by the EXTRACTCOARSEMESH
algorithm, Figure 3 and the REFINEMESH algorithm, Figure 8.
Disks sizes are halved when violations of the ratio constraint be-
tween the radii of intersecting neighbors or topological events are
detected. Halving one radius can create further violations of the ra-
tio constraint with adjacent neighbors, causing them to halve their
radius as well. This chain reaction will eventually stop because
radii will never become smaller than the smallest of the radii of the
original pair of disk neighborhoods that started it. The algorithm
for enforcing radius constraints is shown in Figure 7.
3.4 Stage 2: Adaptive Renement
For the refinement stage the user specifies the maximum mesh error
desired, ε. We have tested several different error metrics, described
in Section 3.5. The refinement algorithm finds the disk neighbor-
hood DRvv with the largest error. If it is larger than ε then DRvv is
halved and reclassified. New disk neighborhoods are added to the
covering the same way they were added during the coarse mesh cre-
ation stage and the error metric is recomputed on the newly added
or resized neighborhoods. The algorithm loops until all the disk
neighborhoods in DC have error less than ε or they cannot be sub-
divided any further due to the inherent resolution limitation of the
volume dataset. In order to preserve the aspect ratio guarantees, the
smallest disk neighborhoods DRvv allowed must at least contain all
the neighbors of v in the vertex connectivity graph G.
The refinement stage can be repeated several times, with differ-
ent maximum error requirements, therefore producing a set of mul-
tiresolution meshes. The error metrics can be switched on the fly to
optimize for different applications.
3.5 Error Metrics for Renement
We have experimented with a variety of error metrics. Each one has
its own advantages and disadvantages and can be used to generate
meshes optimized for certain applications.
Maximum Distance From the Surface. This is perhaps the
simplest metric. Given a disk neighborhood DRvv the metric is com-
puted as the maximum distance from all c-vertices in DRvv to their
respective closest triangle from the mesh that has a vertex at v or
one of its neighbors in DC. The maximum distance metric is well
REFINEMESH( Metric E, MaxError ε; ConnectivityGraph G, DiskCovering DC )
// subdivide all disk neighborhoods that have error more than ε
while 9v 2 DC;E(DRvv ) > ε
// subdivide the neighborhood: halve the radius
Rv = Rv2
// classify the c-vertices in D2Rvv
CLASSIFY(Rv ,D2Rvv , F,Bi ,Bi 1 ) // See Figure 5.
// check intersecting neighbors for radius consistency
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(Rv , DRvv ,DC) // See Figure Figure 7.
add [v;Rv] to DC
// add new vertices in the space created
while 9Bi not empty
remove a vertex w from lowest numbered non-empty bin Bi
Rw =
Rg
2i+1
// no need for more topology checking
// classify the points in D3Rww
CLASSIFY(Rw ,D3Rww , F,Bi ,Bi 1 ) // See Figure 5.
// check intersecting neighbors for radius consistency
ENFORCERADIUSCONSTRAINTS(Rw , DRww ,DC) // See Figure 7.
add [w;Rw] to DC
endwhile
endwhile
return DC
Figure 8: Stage two of the mesh extraction: adaptive refinement.
suited for refining mesh outlines. It tends to sample more uniformly
then curvature based metrics.
Average Distance From the Surface. This metric is similar to
the maximum distance metric except that instead of taking the max-
imum over all the c-vertices in a disk the average of all the distances
is computed. Its behavior is similar to that of the maximum distance
metric. It tends to subdivide more in areas with large features and
will smooth out some of the smaller features of the surfaces.
Area Curvature 1. We estimate surface area and normal vectors
for each c-vertex of G during the setup stage of the algorithm. This
allows us to compute the total mean surface curvature K (variation
of the normal) over a disk neighborhood Drvv by taking the ratio
between the sums of the areas of the surfels that are covered by Drvv
and the sum of the same areas projected onto their respective closest
triangles in the current mesh. Below, Nv is the normal at v, and Nt
is the normal of the triangle closest to v:
K =
∑
v2Drvv
Av
∑
v2Drvv
Av
Nv Nt
kNvk  kNtk
This metric is best for refining around areas of high curvature and,
in combination with the distance metric, produces meshes opti-
mized for flat shading.
Area Curvature 2. We present another approach for approxi-
mating total mean curvature over a disk neighborhood. Instead of
using the same normal across the whole surface of a triangle in our
mesh, the previous metric can be modified to use interpolated nor-
mals at the point (on that triangle) closest to the surfel being pro-
jected. This procedure is justified by the way meshes are rendered.
Flat shading uses one normal for the whole triangle, while smooth
shading interpolates the normal across the surface of the triangle.
K =
∑
v2Drvv
Av
∑
v2Drvv
Av
Nv  Interp(Nt)
kNvk  kInterp(Nt )k
This metric will still refine areas of high curvature, but will produce
fewer triangles than the first curvature metric. The meshes gener-
ated look good when smooth-shaded but may have jagged outlines.
The outlines can be improved by combining it with the maximum
distance metric.
Directional Curvature Metrics. Directional curvature can be
estimated by taking the ratios of the geodesic distance to the Eu-
clidean distance between the center of a disk neighborhood and its
boundary c-vertices. A better method for computing line curvatures
is to sum the angles between the normals of consecutive c-vertices
along a geodesic.
3.6 Guaranteeing the Topology
Consider three dimensional implicit iso-surfaces that are 2-
manifolds embedded in R3. From its definition it follows that a sim-
ple disk covering is an atlas (coordinate chart) of such iso-surface
manifolds, and therefore must have the correct topology. In finding
this covering we do not explicitly compute the genus of the surface.
The genus can be obtained by taking the Euler characteristic of the
generated mesh, see [4].
Many algorithms for mesh extraction from volumetric data deter-
mine the genus of the iso-surfaces first and then construct a mesh
with the same genus which is later deformed and refined to fit the
surface. As a result these algorithms have trouble dealing with sur-
faces with boundaries and often have no way of automatically ad-
justing the resolution of the meshes to represent fine features of the
iso-surfaces. The main body of the dendrite, see Section 4, is topo-
logically equivalent to a sphere, yet it is hardly well represented by
a tetrahedron. To make things worse, many of the solvers used in
the refinement stages of these algorithms do not allow edges of tri-
angles to move through the iso-surface, see Figure 10, and require
that the starting coarse meshes be similar in configuration to the
iso-surfaces.
Our method is more robust and does not have the above prob-
lems. It generates meshes with the correct global topology while
adaptively adjusting its resolution to capture the relevant details
present in the data with the minimum amount of triangles, see Sec-
tion 3.8.
3.7 Constraining the Triangle Aspect Ratios
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Figure 9: Constraining triangle aspect ratios: If three disk neighborhoods DRvv ,
DRww , and DRuu are intersecting but do not contain each other’s centers, and the ratio
between their radii is between 1/2 and 2 the aspect ratio of the shaded triangle with
vertices at the disk centers is better than 1/3.
The constraints on the disk covering also ensure that lengths of
surface geodesics between the vertices of any given triangle do not
differ by more than a factor of three, as shown in Figure 9.
The independence property of the disk covering ensures that the
minimum surface geodesic length between two interacting vertices
is greater or equal to the smaller of the radii of the disks centered at
those vertices. This is true because a vertex has to lay outside of the
disk neighborhood of all the other vertices with which it interacts.
The constraint on the difference between the radii of the disk neigh-
borhoods of two interacting vertices limits the maximum length of
the geodesic between them, which is bound by the sum of the two
radii, to three times the length of smaller radius.
Limiting the aspect ratios of the surface geodesics between the
vertices of a triangle does not directly induce a similar restriction
on the aspect ratio of the triangle itself. The relationship between
the two is governed by the integral of the surface curvature over
that triangular domain. We chose not to employ any curvature con-
straints in the first stage. The reason for doing this is that it allows
us to generate much coarser meshes, that can serve as domains for
parameterization of the subsequently more refined meshes that use
curvature constraints. However, by constraining the aspect ratios
of the surface geodesics this way we build a coarse base mesh that
when refined will converge to triangles whose aspect ratios have
magnitude between 1/3 and 1.
3.8 Algorithm Robustness
Coarse Sampling Fine Sampling
Figure 10: Algorithm Convergence: Low resolution meshes may self-intersect.
The self-intersections disappear at higher resolutions. Methods based on deformable
models cannot automatically “fix” self-intersections.
When extracting thin-shelled iso-surfaces, the low resolution
meshes generated may self-intersect, as shown in Figure 10. These
self-intersections automatically disappear in the subsequent higher
resolution meshes. Most algorithms using deformable models can-
not overcome this problem and generate incorrect results. Although
it is possible to detect self-intersection at run time we have not im-
plemented it because it would slow down the computations consid-
erably.
3.9 Discussion
It is well known that there is no lower bound on the distance be-
tween two nodes of a voxel. As a consequence there is no lower
bound on the distance between neighboring candidate vertices. A
c-vertex can have neighbors that are very close, as well as neighbors
that are much farther away. This can cause problems and generate
incomplete covers or triangles with bad aspect ratio if the size of
the disk neighborhoods is allowed to be arbitrarily small. Imagine
a c-vertex v whose neighbors are all distance 1 away, except for
one who is only 0.1 away. If we allow the disk neighborhood at v
to have radius 0.2 for example, then the neighbor that is 0.1 away
will be inside this disk neighborhood and cannot be a disk center.
The closest possible disk centers are at the c-vertices 1 away from
v. The constraints on disk radii force us to place disks of radius
at most 0.4 here. This generates an incomplete cover because the
newly added disk will not intersect the disk of radius 0.2 at v, since
the sum of their radii is less then the distance between their centers:
0:2+ 0:6 < 1. If the radius of the disk at v is allowed to further
shrink below 0.1, the triangles produced by the Voronoi algorithm
will have edges of length 1 and 0.1, with an aspect ratio of 0.1,
which is below our desired lower bound of 0.3.
This problem creates an interesting trade-off between the abil-
ity to bound triangle aspect ratios and to always resolve the correct
topology. The lower bound on the triangle aspect ratio can be easily
enforced by requiring that all neighboring c-vertices of a disk center
be inside that disk. This restriction also ensures that the covering
is complete and that there are no holes. However, the surface may
exhibit very small details that cannot be resolved when this restric-
tion is enforced. It is possible that a disk will produce a topological
event and yet it cannot shrink any further because neighboring ver-
tices would then lie outside the disk. Such a case is present in the
brain dataset, and is seen in the inset of Figure 1. The thin protru-
sion shown cannot be resolved with nice aspect ratio triangles from
the volume at its original resolution, and a supersampling factor of
8 is required to preserve acceptable aspect ratios, see Figure 13.
Fortunately, this kind of situations can be detected at runtime and
can be used to signal the need for local supersampling of the vol-
ume. Supersampling would add extra vertices in the neighborhood
of the disk center and thus allow it to assume smaller radii while
preserving the aspect ratio properties.
4 Results
We present several examples of meshes generated using our algo-
rithm. The examples illustrate the capabilities of our algorithm:
automatic coarse adaptive mesh extraction with correct topology
and guaranteed minimum triangle aspect ratio, followed by several
adaptively refined meshes using the error metrics discussed above.
The final high resolution results required approximately 3 seconds
for the head model with no super-sampling and 10 minutes for the
dragon dataset super-sampled 4 times to an effective resolution of
1424x644x1004. All computations were performed on an Intel Pen-
tium III 933MHz computer with 512MB of RAM.
Simple Data Set: Scan-Converted Model of a Human Head.
The original volume (resolution: 134x160x186) in this example
was generated by a scan-conversion method that converts polygo-
nal models into a distance volume described in [15]. The coarse
mesh extraction took 1 second and generated 38 triangles, Fig-
ure 11 left. Note that even this very coarse mesh preserves some
of the character of the head model. It is possible for someone fa-
miliar with the model to recognize the orientation of the head from
this coarse mesh. The two intermediate meshes contain 358 and
4,286 triangles, Figure 11 middle, respectively. The first refine-
ment was done using the maximum distance metric. The second
refinement used the curvature metric. Note how the two metrics
act differently. The maximum distance metric produces more uni-
form meshes, while the curvature based metric tends to refine more
in areas where the surface folds. The final refinement to 8,752 tri-
angles, Figure 11 right, required an additional 11.1 seconds on a
P3-933 machine and used a combination of the two metrics. If
the volume is super-sampled two times to an effective resolution
of 268x320x372, the corresponding execution times increase to 4.3
seconds for the coarse mesh extraction and an additional 29.6 sec-
onds for the final refined mesh. The Marching Cubes mesh ex-
tracted from the volume at its original resolution of 134x160x186
contains 107,796 triangles and required 2.5 seconds. Histograms il-
lustrating the distribution of triangle aspect ratios for our final mesh
versus the Marching Cubes mesh can be found in Figure 12.
Complex Data Set 1: MRI Scan of a Human Brain. The orig-
inal volume (resolution: 88x121x62) in this example was computed
from a diffusion tensor MRI scan of a human brain [27]. The iso-
surface encloses regions of high diffusion anisotropy, namely the
white matter and the corpus callosum. Typical of most medical
scans, the surface has high genus, a wide distribution of curvature,
and many disconnected components of different sizes. The mul-
tiresolution meshes presented in Figure 13, contain 10,606, 16,354,
37,002, and 49,734 triangles respectively. The volume has been
super-sampled eight times prior to mesh extraction to ensure cor-
rect aspect ratios and topological genus at the same time. Coarse
Figure 11: Scan-Converted Model of a Human Head: left to right, 38, 358, 4,286,
and 8,752 triangles.
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Figure 12: Triangle Aspect Ratio Histograms of extracted meshes of the head
model using: left - Marching Cubes, right - our method. Note the nice distribution
of the triangle aspect ratios in the meshes generated using our method, and the lack of
triangles with aspect ratio below 1/3.
mesh extraction from the volume with no supersampling required
3.6 seconds. When super-sampled 4 times to an effective resolu-
tion of 352x484x248, coarse mesh extraction requires 61.1 seconds,
while extracting the final refined mesh takes an additional 89.6 CPU
seconds to compute. The Marching Cubes mesh extracted from the
volume at its original resolution contains 81,392 triangles.
Complex Data Set 2: Electron Tomogram of a Dendrite.
The original volume (resolution: 154x586x270) in this example is
a level set segmentation [24] of an electron tomogram of a den-
drite. The multiresolution meshes presented in Figure 14 contain
3,974, 12,898, 21,648 and 63,906 triangles respectively. The vol-
ume has been super-sampled four times to an effective resolution
of 616x2342x1080. Note how all the branches of the dendrite are
automatically preserved even in the coarsest mesh and how the res-
olution adapts to fit the features of the surface. The Marching Cubes
mesh extracted from the volume at its original resolution contains
555,912 triangles.
Complex Data Set 3: Laser Range Scan of a Dragon Fig-
urine. The original volume (resolution: 356x161x251) in this
example was produced by a volumetric laser scan merging algo-
rithm [3] applied to numerous laser range scans of a dragon fig-
urine. The multiresolution meshes presented in Figure 15 contain
4,020, 18,498, 41,910 and 65,420 triangles respectively. The vol-
ume has been super-sampled four times, to an effective resolution
of 1424x644x1004. Extraction of similar meshes from volumes su-
persampled 2 times (712x322x502) took 63 seconds for the coarsest
mesh and and additional 163 seconds for the finest resolution mesh.
The areas of high concentration of small triangles is due to the pres-
ence of small artifacts in the data, the result of imperfect alignment
of the different views during the merging stage of the scanning pro-
cess. The Marching Cubes mesh extracted from the volume at its
original resolution contains 438,260 triangles.
5 Future Work
Future work includes several items:
 The algorithm can be extended to generate tetrahedral volu-
metric meshes with similar guarantees: adaptivity, nice aspect
ratios, correct topology. We are not aware of algorithms that
can extract such meshes at the present time.
Figure 14: Electron Tomogram of a Dendrite: from left to right, coarse mesh - 3,974 triangles, intermediate meshes - 12,898 and 21,648 triangles, final mesh - 63,906 triangles.
Figure 15: Laser Range Scan of a Dragon Figurine: left to right, coarse mesh - 4,020 triangles, intermediate meshes - 8,498 and 41,910 triangles, final mesh - 65,420 triangles.
Figure 13: Diffusion Tensor MRI Scan of a Human Brain: from left to right,
coarse mesh - 10,606 triangles, intermediate meshes - 16,354 and 37,002 triangles,
final mesh - 49,734 triangles.
 Supersampling of the volume dataset produces meshes with
better aspect ratio triangles in the areas of high resolution.
However, uniform supersampling is unnecessary and slows
down the algorithm. An algorithm for doing adaptive on-the-
fly supersampling of the volume seems feasible and would
solve the problems introduced by uniform supersampling.
 Modifications in the algorithm for building the disk covering
and for refinement may be able to generate meshes with sub-
division connectivity.
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